This paper presents a program analysis to estimate uncaught exceptions in ML programs.
To address this issue, languages such as Modula-3 and Java require the programmer to declare, for each function or method, the set of exceptions that may escape out of it. Those declarations are then checked statically during type-checking by a simple intraprocedural analysis. This forces programmers to be conscious of the flow of exceptions through their programs.
Declaring escaping exceptions in functions and method signatures works well in first-order, monomorphic programs, but is not adequate for the kind of higher-order, polymorphic programming that ML promotes. Consider the map iterator on lists. In Modula-3 or Java, the programmer must declare a set E of exceptions that the function argument to map may raise; map, then, may raise the same exceptions E. But E is fixed arbitrarily, thus preventing map from being applied to functions that raise exceptions not in E. The genericity of map can be restored by taking for E the set of all possible exceptions, but then the precision of the exception analysis is dramatically decreased: all invocations of map are then considered as potentially raising any exception. (Similar problems arise in highly object-oriented Java programs using e.g. container classes and iterators intensively.) To deal properly with higher-order functions, a very rich language for exception declarations is required, including at least exception polymorphism (variables ranging over sets of exceptions) and arbitrary unions of exception sets. (See section 2 for a more detailed discussion.) We believe that such a complex language for declaring escaping exceptions is beyond what programmers are willing to put up with.
The alternative that we follow in this paper is to infer escaping exceptions from unannotated ML source code. In other terms, we view the problem of detecting potentially uncaught exceptions as a static debugging problem, where static analyses are applied to the programs not to make them faster via better code generation, but to make them safer by pinpointing possible run-time failures. This approach has several advantages with respect to the Modula-S/Java approach: it blends better with ML's type inference; it does not change the language and supports the static debugging of "legacy" applications; it allows the use of complex approximations of exception sets, as those need not be written by the programmer (within reason -the results of the analysis must still be understandable to the programmer). Finally, the exception inference needs not be fully compatible with the ML module system: a whole program analysis can be considered (again within reason -analysis time should remain practical).
Several exception analyses for ML have been proposed [8, 35, 36, 3, 41 , some based on effect systems, some on control-flow analyses, some on combinations of both (see section 6 for a detailed discussion). The analysis presented in this paper attempts to combine the efficiency of effect systems with the precision of flow analyses. It is based on unification and non-standard type inference algorithms that have excellent running time and we hope should scale well to large applications.
At the same time, our analysis is still fairly precise; in particular, it approximates not only the names of the escaping exceptions, but also the arguments they carrya feature that is essential to analyze precisely many existing ML programs.
This constitutes the main technical contribution of this paper: integrate in the same unification-based framework both approximation of exception effects in the style of effect systems [28] , and approximation of sets of values computed at each program point in the style of flow analyses and soft typing [26, 331 . Finally, our analysis has been implemented to cover the whole Objective Cam1 language -not only core ML, but also datatypes, objects, and the module system.
We present some preliminary experimental results obtained with our implementation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists the main requirements for an ML exception analysis. Section 3 presents the non-standard type system we use for exception analysis. Extension to the full Objective Cam1 language is discussed in section 4; experimental results obtained with our implementation, in section 5; and related work, in section 6. Concluding remarks can be found in section 7.
2

Design requirements
In this section, we list the main requirements for an effective exception analysis for ML, and show that they go much beyond what can be expressed by exception declarations in Modula-3 or Java. Existing exception analyses have addressed some of these requirements, but none addresses all.
Handling higher-order functions precisely
The exception behavior of higher-order functions depends on the exceptions that can be raised by their functional arguments. A form of polymorphism over escaping exceptions is thus needed to analyze higher-order functions precisely. Consider the map iterator over lists mentioned in introduction. An application map f 1 may raise whatever exception the f argument may raise. Writing 7 3 7' for the annotated type of functions from type T to type 7' whose set of potentially escaping exception is cp, the behavior of map is captured by the following annotated type scheme:
map : Vcu,p,cp. (CX 4 p) -% (r.~ list -% /3 list)
where cx, p range over types and cp ranges over sets of exceptions. In general, the escaping exceptions for a higher-order function are combinations (~1 U. . . U (Pi U {Cl; . . . ; Cn} where the (pi are variables representing the escaping exceptions for functional arguments and the Cj are exception constants. For instance, we have the following annotated type for function composition Xf.Xg.Xx.f(g(Z)):
Given the frequent use of higher-order functions in ML programs, an exception analysis for ML must handle them with precision similar to what the annotated types above suggest.
Similar issues arise when functions are stored into data structures such as lists or hash tables (as in callback tables for instance).
The exception analysis should keep track of the union of the exceptions that can be raised by functions contained in the structure.
It is not acceptable to say that any exception can be raised by applying a function retrieved from the structure.
Handling exceptions as first-class values
In ML and Java, exceptions are first-class values: exception values can be built in advance and passed through functions before being raised. Consider for instance the following contrived example: let test = Xexn. try raise(exn) with E + 0
The exception behavior of this function is that test exn raises the exception coatained in the argument exn, except when exn is actually the exception E, in which case no exception escapes out of test.
We seek exception analyses precise enough to capture this behavior.
It is true that the first-class character of exception values is rarely, if ever, used in actual ML programs.
However, there is one important idiom where an exception value appears: finalization.
Consider:
let f = Xx. try g(x) with E -+ 0 I exn -+ finali.~ation code; raisecexn) Assuming g can raise exceptions
E and E' , the exception analyzer should recognize that the exn exception variable can only take the value E', thus the raise(exn) that reraises the exception after finalization can only raise E' , and so does the function f itself.
2.3
Keeping track of exception arguments let g = Xx. try f(x) with Failure "f" -+ 0
Precise exception analysis in this example requires tracking the string constant "f I' not only when it appears as immediate argument to the Failure exception constructor, but also when it is passed to the function failwith.
Hence the exception analysis must also include some amount of data flow analysis, not limited to exception values.
Running faster than control-flow analyses
All the requirements we have listed so far point towards control-flow analyses in the style of Shiver's k-CFA [26] or Heintze's SBA [9] . Control-flow analyses provide an approximation of the set of values that can flow to each program point. It is entirely straightforward to extend them to approximate also the set of escaping exceptions at each program point at the same time as they approximate the set of result values. Alternatively, the exception analysis can be run as a second pass of dataflow analysis exploiting the results of control-flow analysis [36] , although this results in some loss of precision, as the control flow can be determined more accurately if exception information is available. This exception analysis benefits from the relatively precise approximation of values provided by the control-flow analysis, especially as far as exception arguments are concerned.
Our first implementation of an exception analyzer for Objective Cam1 was indeed based on control-flow analysis: 0-CFA initially, then Jagannathan and Wright's "polymorphic splitting" [12] . Our practical experience with this approach was mixed: the precision of the exception analysis was satisfactory (at least with polymorphic splitting), but the speed of the analysis left a lot to be desired. In particular, we observed quadratic behavior on several examples, indicating that the analysis would not scale easily to large programsl.
Although sophisticated techniques have been developed to speed up program analyses based of set inclusion constraints such as CFA and SBA [2, 6, 5, 191, For these reasons, we decided to abandon analyses based on CFA or more generally set inclusion constraints, and settled for less precise but faster analyses based on equality constraints and unification.
3
A type system for exception analysis
In the style of effect systems [16, 281, our exception analysis is presented as a type inference algorithm for a nonstandard type system. The type system uses unified mechanisms based on row variables both to keep track of the effects (sets of escaping exceptions) of expressions and to refine the usual ML types by more precise information about the possible values of expressions. In this section, we present first the typing rules for our type system (that is, the specifications for the exception analysis), then type inference issues (the actual analysis).
The source language
The source language we consider in this paper is a simple subset of ML with integers and exceptions as the only data types, the ability to raise and handle exceptions, and simplified pattern-matching. constructed pattern
The match ai with p --+ a2 1 x -+ as performs patternmatching on the value of al; if it matches the pattern p, the branch as is evaluated; otherwise, as is evaluated. Multicase pattern matchings can be expressed by cascading match expressions.
The try ar with x + a2 construct evaluates al; if an exception is raised, its value is bound to x and as is evaluated. There is no syntactic form for raising an exception; instead, we assume predefined a raise function in the environment. The try construct catches all exceptions; catching only a given exception C is performed by: try al with x + match z with C + a2 I y + raise(y)
The dynamic semantics for this language is given by the reduction rules in figure 1 
The type algebra
The type system uses the following type algebra: 
T = T (2)
The absorption equation 2 applies only to integer row elements because we intend T to be used only in rows annotating the int type. (The kinding rules below enforce this invariant.) A T symbol is required for base types such as int, which have an infinite (or at least very large) signature. It is not required for datatypes such as exn, which have a finite signature: a row enumerating all possible constructors can be used instead (this is discussed in section 4.1.4 below). Moreover, combining T and rows containing parameterized constructors raises technical problems2; we prefer to avoid the difficulty by restricting T to rows containing only integer elements. Rows and row variables support both polymorphism over sets and a form of set union in a unification framework. For instance, the two rows ~1; pr and ~2; pz, which informally represent the sets (~1) and {sz} respectively, unify into the row ~1; ~2; p representing the set (~1; ~2) via the substitution {Pi + (E2;P); P2 + (EliP)).
A row element E is either an integer constant i, a constant exception constructor C, or a parameterized exception constructor D(T) carrying the annotated type r of its argument. To maintain crucial kinding invariants (see below), 
'The obvious absorption equation D(T); T = T is unsound, as it allows deductions such as D(a);T = T = D(P);T, which lead to inconsistent typings. If ML had subtyping and a supertype T of all types, a correct equation would be D(T); T = T. This equation allows T to absorb any D(Tj (because D(7); T <: D(T); T = T), but only allows expansion of T into D(T); T, meaning correctly that no information is available
3.2
The type algebra
The absorption equation 2 applies only to integer row elements because we intend T to be used only in rows annotating the int type. (The kinding rules below enforce this invariant.) A T symbol is required for base types such as int, which have an infinite (or at least very large) signature. It is not required for datatypes such as exn, which have a finite signature: a row enumerating all possible constructors can be used instead (this is discussed in section 4.1.4 below). Moreover, combining T and rows containing parameterized constructors raises technical problems2; we prefer to avoid the difficulty by restricting T to rows containing only integer elements.
Rows and row variables support both polymorphism over sets and a form of set union in a unification framework. For instance, the two rows ~1; p1 and ~2; pz, which informally represent the sets (~1) and (~2) respectively, unify into the row ~1; ~2; p representing the set (~1; ~2) via the substitution {Pl + (EZ; P); PZ + (El; P)>.
A row element E is either an integer constant i, a constant exception constructor C, or a parameterized exception constructor
D(r)
carrying the annotated type T of its argument.
To maintain crucial kinding invariants (see below), Invariants (I) and (2) are well known from earlier work on record types [23] . Invariants (3) and (4) are more unusual. They ensure a clear separation between annotations of int types (composed of integer elements and possibly T) and annotations of the exn types (composed of constructors and no T). Since T absorbs only integer elements (equation 2), we do not want it to occur in rows containing exception constructors C, D.
(no effects, no information known on the return value). The type scheme Vp, 6. int [l : 6; 2 : Pre; p] stands for the set (2). Although 1 is mentioned in the row, it should not be considered present in the set, since its presence annotation 6 is universally quantified and occurs only positively. The constants and constructors appearing in the set part of a kind are those constants and constructors that must not appear in rows of that kind (because they already appear in elements concatenated before those rows). We assume given a global mapping K assigning kinds to row variables, and such that for each n there are infinitely many variables of that kind (i.e. K-~(K) is infinite). The kinding rules are shown in figure 2. They define the two judgements k 'p :: K (row cp has kind K) and k T wf (type 'T is well-formed).
The typing rules
The raise predefined function has the following type scheme: Va, p. exn[p] 2 CL It expresses that an application of raise never returns and raises exactly the exceptions that it receives as argument.
Kinding of rows: To simplify the formulation of the typing rules and to ensure the existence of principal unifiers and principal typings, we require the following four structural invariants on rows: Figure 3 shows the typing rules for our system. They define the judgement E F a : r/q, where E is the typing environment, a the term to type, 7 the type of values that a may evaluate to, and cp the set of exceptions that may escape during the evaluation of a. All types appearing in the rules are assumed to be well-kinded. We assume that typing starts in the initial environment Eo = {raise : Va, p. exn[p] 3 a}.
A given integer constant or exception constructor should occur at most once in a row (for instance, (D(T); D(T'); cp) is not well-formed).
2. A row variable p is preceded by the same set of integer constants and exception constructors in all row expressions where it occurs (for instance, we cannot have both (1 :Pre; p) and (2 :Pre; p) in the same derivation).
The rules for variables and let bindings (rules 1 and 5) are standard, except that we generalize over all three kinds of type variables. For variables as well as other language constructs that never raise exceptions (rules 1, 2, 3, 7), the cp component of the result is unconstrained and can be chosen as needed to satisfy equality constraints in the remainder of the typing derivation.
A row cp annotating an integer type int[cp] can only
contain integer elements i.
The rules for function abstraction and application (rules 3 and 4) are the usual rules for effect systems. For abstraction, the effect of the function body becomes the latent effect of the function type. For application al(az), we require that the same set cp of exceptions occurs as effect of al, latent effect of the function denoted by al, and effect of a2. This corresponds in our unification setting to taking the union of those three effects.
I'yping of expressions:
;'frJ (1) 
'nstantiation and generalization:
.' 5 VcUipj6h. T iff there exists Ti, Cpj, rk such that 7' = T{C& + Ti, pj + pj, 6k + ??k} and t Ti Wf and t pj :: K(pj). For an exception handler try al with x + uz (rule 9), the effect (pi of al is injected in the type exn[cpr] assumed for 2 in az.
len(T, E, cp) is
The most interesting rule is rule 6 for the match construct. This rule is crucial to the precision of our exception analysis. When typing match al with p -+ a2 1 x + as, we want to reflect the fact that the second alternative (Z + aa) is selected only when the first alternative (p + a~) does not match the value of al. In other terms, the type of values that can "flow" to x in the second alternative is not the type of the matched value al, but the type of ai from which we have excluded all values matching the pattern p in the first alternative.
To achieve this, rules 14-17 define the pattern subtraction predicate t T -p ?rt T', meaning that T' is a correct type for the values of type T that do not match pattern p. It is easy to see that the typing rules preserve the kinding invariants: if E is well-kinded and E b a : T/P, then k T wf and t cp :: EXN(0).
3.4
Examples of typings
We now show some typings derivable in our system. These are principal typings identical to those found by our exception analyzer. Consider first a simple handler for one exception C: try raise(C) with x -, match x with C -, 1 1 y ---t raise y
The effect of raise(C) is C : Pre; p. Hence, the type of x is exn[C : Pre; p]. Subtracting the pattern C from this type, we obtain the type exn[C : 6; p] for y. Hence the effect of the whole match expression, and also of the whole try expression, is C : 6; p. The type is int[l : Pre; p']. Since 6, p and p' are generalizable and occur only positively, we have established that no exception escapes the expression, and that it can only evaluate to the integer 1.
We now extend the previous example along the lines of the f ailwith example of section 2.3: let failwith = Xn. raise(l)(n) > in try f ailwith (42) Finally, here is an (anecdotal) example that is ill-typed in ML, but well-typed in our type system due to the refined typing of pattern-matching: match 1 with x -> x 1 e -> raise e
Since the first case of the matching is a catch-all, rule 6 lets us assign the type exn[/] for a fresh p' to the variable e bound by the second case, even though the matched value is an integer. Hence the expression is well-typed, and moreover we obtain that it has type int [l : Pre; p] and raises no exceptions (its effect is p' for any p').
Type soundness and correctness of the exception analysis
We now establish the correctness of our exception analysis: all uncaught exceptions are predicted by our effect system. This property is closely connected to the type soundness of our system. Theorem 1 (Subject reduction) Reduction preserves typing: if Eo I-a : r/9 and a =+ a', then Eo F a' : r/p
The proof of subject reduction is mostly standard and follows [34] closely. Detailed proofs of the statements in this paper can be found in the technical report [14] . A key lemma is the following property of pattern subtraction: The correctness of our exception analysis (all uncaught exceptions are detected) is a simple corollary of subject reduction:
Theorem 3 (Correctness of exception analysis)
Let a be a complete program.
Assume Eo t a : r/cp and a $ raise v. Then, either v = C and cp = C :Pre; 'p' for some C and cp', or v = D(v') and 9 = D(r');9' and Eo F v' : ~'19 for some D, v',r', (p'. In either case, the uncaught exception v is correctly predicted in the effect 9.
Type soundness for our non-standard type system follows from the subject reduction property and the following lemma showing that well-typed expressions either reduce to a value or to an uncaught exception, or loop, but never get "stuck".
Lemma 4 (Progress)
If Eo F a : r/9, then either a is a value v, or a is an uncaught exception raise v, or there exists a' such that a + a'.
Principal types and inference of types and exceptions
Just like the ML type system, our type system admits principal types, which can be computed by a simple extension of Milner's algorithm W, thus implementing the exception analysis.
Theorem
(Principal unifiers)
The set of well-kinded types module equations (I) and (2) admits principal unifiers. More precisely, there exists an algorithm mgu that, for all system Q of well-kinded equations between types, either returns a substitution t.~ that is a principal solution of Q, or fails, meaning that Q has no solution. Moreover, the substitution t.~ preserves kinds in the following sense: for all cr,
F ,~(a) wf and for all p, t g(p) :: K(p).
In the theorem above, systems of well-kinded equations are sets Q = {ri = r,!; 9j = 9$;7rr = ?ri} of equations between types, rows, row elements, and presence annotations such that for all i, t ri wf and t r,! wf, and for all j, there exists a kind K+ such that (p3 :: ~j and 95 :: Kj.
The existence of principal unifiers follows from the fact that our equational theory is syntactic and regular [22] . The algorithm mgu is given in appendix A. The algorithm W is shown in appendix B.
Extension to the full Objective Cam1 language
In this section, we discuss the main issues in extending the analysis presented in section 3 to deal with the whole Objective Cam1 language [15].
Datatypes
User-defined datatypes (sum types) can be approximated in several different ways, depending on the desired trade-off between precision and speed of the analysis. We have considered the four approaches listed below (from most precise to least precise).
4.1.1
Full approximation of datatypes
The first approach applies to datatypes the same treatments as for exceptions: we annotate the type by a row 'p approximating the possible values of that type, as constant constructors with presence annotations, and unary constructors with types of arguments. If only finite type expressions are allowed, those two types have no unifier and the program is rejected by the analysis. This is not acceptable, so we extend our type system with recursive (infinite, regular) type expressions. On the example above, we obtain pea. intlist [Cons(int[pz] x cy); ~31. The extension of our type system with recursive type expressions involves replacing term unification by graph unification in the type inference algorithm, but this causes no technical difficulties.
4.1.2
"Looped" approximations for recursive datatypes
The approximation scheme described above has the undesirable side-effect of recording in the type approximation the whole structure of a data structure given in extension. If the data types involved are recursive, we may end up with very large type approximations. Continuing the intlist example above, consider the expression !, = Cons(il, Cons(i2,.
, Cons(i,,Nil) . . .)). With the type of Cons given above, this expression is given an annotated type that is of depth n and records not only the fact that the list contains the integers il.. .i, (an information that might be useful to analyze exceptions), but also the fact that the list has length n and that its first element is il, the second ia, etc. The latter piece of information is, on practical examples, useless for analyzing exceptions. Moreover, such large approximations slow down the analysis.
A solution to this problem comes from the following remark: as soon as one of those big data structures given in extension is passed to a sufficiently complex function, its big, unfolded annotated type is going to be unified with a recursive type, forcing all the information in the big type to be folded back into a smaller recursive type. For instance, if we pass the list e, to the tail function shown above, the type of the list will be unified into The idea, then, is to force this folding into a recursive type when the data structure is created, by giving recursive, prefolded types to the data type constructors. This is easily achieved by unifying, in the type of the constructors, all occurrences of the recursively-defined type in argument position with the occurrence of the recursively-defined type in result position. For instance, in the case of the Cons constructor of type intlist, we start with the type This technique of "looping" the types of constructors also works for parameterized datatypes, as long as they are regular (the data type constructor is used with the same parameters in the argument types of the constructors). For non-regular datatypes such as type 'a nreg = Leaf of 'a 1 Node of 'a list nreg the unification of the occurrences of t in the type of Node would render that constructor essentially useless. Fortunately, such non-regular data types are extremely rare in actual programs, so we can use full approximations for them without impacting performance. In practice, this solution appears to be slightly less precise and slightly more efficient than full approximations of non-recursive datatypes and looped approximations of recursive datatypes: type expressions are smaller, but in the case oft above, looped approximations can express the fact that a value of type t lack one of the constructors C or D, while this is not captured in the solution based on extra row parameters.
On datatypes that are not annotated by a row, we can no longer perform type subtraction during pattern-matching, since we have no approximation on the structure of values of that type. Hence, we simply consider that subtraction is the identity relation on those datatypes.
Datatypes without any approximations
For maximal speed and minimal precision, we can put no annotations at all on a datatype (neither a row approximation nor extra row parameters). This way, we forget not only the structure of values of that type, but also the exceptions, functions and base values contained in that type. Of course, this forces us to make very pessimistic assumptions on values extracted from a datatype without approximation. For instance, if we extract an integer by pattern-matching on such a datatype, we must give it type int[T] since it can really be any integer. This is reflected in the types of constructors by putting T annotations on all annotated types in the constructor argument. In the intlist example above, if we choose not to annotate intlist at all, we must give its constructors the following types:
This approach assumes that we have T annotations for all types, while the type system from section 3 only has T for type int. However, we can allow T to annotate other base types such as float and string.
For exceptions and other datatypes, since there are finitely many constructors, we can use a (potentially recursive) row enumerating all constructors of the datatype instead of a built-in constant T. In the case of lists, for instance, we can use the following The "no approximation" approach described in this paragraph may look excessively coarse, but is actually quite effective for datatypes that introduce no base types, exception types, nor function types. Prominent examples are the builtin ML types LY list and a array, where the CY parameter already records all the information we need about list and array elements. For instance, a list of functions from integers to booleans has type (int[pr] 4 bool[cpa]) list, where 'pz denotes the union of the effects of all functions present in the list. A function extracted from that list and applied has effect cpz, and not any exception as one might naively expect.
Choosing a datatype approximation
The choice between the four datatype analysis strategies described above can be done on a per-datatype basis, depending on the shape of the datatype definition. We have considered several simple heuristics to perform this choice. Our first prototype used full approximations for non-parameterized datatypes, and no approximations for parameterized datatypes. Our current prototype uses full approximations for non-recursive or non-regular datatypes, looped approximations for recursive datatypes, and no approximations for built-in types without interesting structure (arrays and floating-point numbers, for instance). Another factor that we plan to integrate in the heuristic is whether the datatype introduces any exception type, function type, or base type likely to be an exception argument (string and int, essentially); if not, we could favor the "no approximation" approach.
Tuples and records
Tuple types are not approximated specially: each component of the tuple type carries its own annotation. For instance, intIl:Pre; 2:Pre; p] X int[3:Pre; 4:Pre; p'] stands for the set of four pairs {1;2} x {3;4}. Pattern subtraction on tuple types is not pointwise subtraction, which would lead to incorrect results.
Consider the type int[l : Pre; p] x int[2 : Pre; 3 : Pre; $1. Subtracting pointwise the pattern (1,2) from this type would lead to type int[l : 6; p] x int[2 : 6'; 3 : Pre; p'], which is incorrect since the value (1,3) is no longer in the set. Therefore, the current implementation perform no subtraction on tuples: we take b (71 x ~22) -(pl,pz) d TI x ~2. For a more refined behavior, we could perform subtraction on one of the components if all other components are matched against catch-all patterns.
For instance, we could take l-(71 x 72) -(Pl,ZZ)
~~;Xr2iift-rr-pr~~~. Unlike in SML, records in Cam1 are declared and matched by name. We analyze them like datatypes, by annotating the name of the record type by a row of a particular form. The row contains exactly one element recording the annotated type of every field. Pattern subtraction for record types behaves as in the case of tuples.
To summarize, the extended type algebra for datatypes, tuples and records is as foIlows: Mutable data structures (references, arrays, records with mutable fields) are triviallv handled: it suffices to introduce the standard 'value restr&ion on let-generalization [32] . This results in a precise approximation of mutable data. For instance, an array of functions has type (ri 3 rs) array, where cp is the union of the latent effects of all functions stored in the array. In contrast, control-flow analyses would lose track of which functions are stored in the array, and thus also of the exceptions they may raise, unless supplemented by a region (aliasing) analysis.
the generativity of exception declaration in functor bodies, and the impact of the "exception polymorphism" offered by functors (a functor can take one or several exceptions as arguments, and have a different exception behavior depending on whether those arguments are instantiated later with identical or different exceptions).
For simplicity, we chose not to analyze functors when they are defined, but instead expand the functor body at each application and re-analyze the P-reduced body. Although this transformation increases the size of the analyzed source, the Cam1 programs we are interested in do not use functors intensively and this simple approach to analyzing functors works well in practice.
Separate analysis
Transparent signature matching precludes "true" separate analysis (where any module can be analyzed separately knowing only the syntactic signatures of the modules it imports). We can still do "bottom-up" separate analysis, however: a module can be analyzed separately provided the implementations of its imports have been analyzed already, and their annotated signatures inferred.
Objects and classes
Because our system already uses recursive types, OCamlstyle objects do not add significant complexity to our framework. We just need to extend the type algebra with object types, that is, polymorphic records of methods [24] . The type of each method is annotated by its latent effect. No extension to rows and row elements are needed. Since there are no object patterns in pattern-matching, pattern subtraction needs not be modified.
The OCaml class language interferes very little with the exception analysis. No significant modifications to the class type-checker are needed.
Modules and functors
Structures are assigned annotated signatures containing annotated types for the value components. Type abbreviations are currently handled by systematic expansion of their definitions3.
For matching a structure S against a signature C, there are two possible semantics. The opaque semantics says that the only things known about the restriction (S : C) is what C publicizes. In our case, since user-provided signatures C contain no annotations, this amounts to forgetting the result of the analysis of S and assume T annotation on all value components of the restricted structure. The transparent semantics simply check that S matches C, but the restriction (S : C) retains all information known about S. We implemented the transparent semantics, as the opaque semantics results in too much information loss. (The opaque semantics also precludes choosing datatype annotations based on the definition of the datatype.) Similar problems arise with functors. All is known about the parameter of a functor is its syntactic signature. Hence, a naive analysis would assume T annotation on all components of the functor argument. For better precision, one could use techniques based on conjunctive types such as [25] . Other issues with functors are still unclear, such as 3This might cause performance problems in conjunction with OCaml objects, which relies intensively on type abbreviations to make type expressions more manageable [24] . If this turns out to be a problem, we could also handle abbreviations by adding extra row parameters to the type constructors, as described in [4] and in section 4.1.3.
Since annotated signature for a module may contain free row variables (e.g. if the module defines mutable structures), separately analyzing several clients of that module may result in independent instantiations of those free variables. Those instantiations are recorded in the result of the analysis of each module, and reconciled in a final "linking" pass before displaying the results of the analysis.
Polymorphic recursion
Polymorphic recursion as introduced by Mycroft [17] is not needed to type-check the source OCaml language, but is desirable to enhance the precision of our exception analyzer. With ML-style monomorphic recursion, we obtain false positives on functions that recursively call themselves inside a try.. . with. Consider: let ret f = Xx. try f(x) with C -+ 0 I y -+ raise y
The latent effect inferred for f is C; p because the effect of
is unified with the type of the pattern C at a time where the type off is not yet generalized. With polymorphic recursion, we can assign f the type scheme Va, p. a z unit both outside and inside the recursion; it is a fresh instance of that type scheme that gets unified with the type of C, thus not polluting the type scheme of f.
Although type inference with polymorphic recursion is undecidable [13] , there exists incomplete inference algorithms that work very well in practice. We experimented with Henglein's algorithm [ll] and with a home-grown algorithm based on restricted fixpoint iteration and obtained good results.
Experimental results
In this section, we present some experimental results obtained with our implementation. Currently, our analyzer implements all extensions described in section 4 except objects4. The analyzer is compiled with the OCaml 2.00 native-code compiler and runs on a Pentium II 333 Mhz workstation under Linux.
4The analysis of objects and classes was prototyped separately and remains to be merged in our main implementation. Figure 4 gives timings for the analysis of various small to medium-sized OCaml programs. We give timings both without and with polymorphic recursion. For comparison, we also give the time OCaml takes to parse and type-check those programs. (The timings given include parsing and pre-processing as well as analysis time.)
The overall performances are quite good, in the order of 1000-2000 lines of source per second. Programs that contain large data structures given in extension (Nucleic, Docteur) take longer to analyze due to the large size of the rows annotating the types of those data structures. On average, the exception analysis takes twice as much time as OCaml type inference; the ratio ranges between 1 (on simple programs) and 8 (on Docteur, because of the large constant data structures). Polymorphic recursion slows down the analysis somewhat on the largest benchmarks, but the slowdown remains acceptable compared with the increase in precision.
Precision of the analysis:
We have manually inspected the output of the analyzer on our benchmark programs. Programs 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 have a relatively simple exception behavior, and our analysis reports exact results for those programs: there are no false positives except run-time errors such as "division by zero" or "array index out of bounds", which require extra analyses (or even general program proof) to show that they cannot occur.
For Knuth-Bendix, which has a quite complicated exception structure, 8 exceptions (Failure with 8 different string arguments) appearing in the source are correctly reported as non-escaping; 7 exceptions (one Invalid_argument and 6 Failure) are reported as potentially escaping, and can actually occur in some circumstances. Without polymorphic recursion, the analysis reports two false positives (one Not-found and one Failure), which correspond to recursive functions containing try . . . with around recursive calls.
Adding polymorphic recursion as discussed in section 4.7 removes one of those false positives. The other one is still there, because our incomplete inference algorithm for polymorphic recursion fails to give a type polymorphic enough to one of the functions. A more precise algorithm such as Henglein's [ll] would probably eliminate the other false positive as well.
The larger examples 8 and 9 exhibit another source of false positives: mutable data structures (references and arrays) containing functions. As mentioned in section 4.3, the row variables appearing in approximations of mutable data structures are not generalized, hence "collect" all exceptions at their use sites. For instance: let r = refotx.
. ..> in let f = xy. if cond then !r y else raise C in !r 0 r has type int -% int where p is not generalized. When typing f, the effect of raise C is unified with that of ! r y, hence p becomes C : Pre; p' and the application ! r 0 appears to raise C. The main difference between the analyses of [36, 31 and ours is the approximation of arguments carried by exceptions: they approximate only exception and function values carried by exceptions, but our analysis is the only one that also approximates exception arguments that are strings, integers, or datatypes. As explained in section 2.3, approximating all arguments of exceptions is crucial to obtain precise analysis of many real applications.
In theory, our unification-baaed analysis should be less precise than analyses based on inclusion constraints such as [36, 31: the bidirectional propagation of information performed by unification causes exception effects to "leak" in types where those exceptions cannot actually occur. It is easy to construct artificial examples of such leaks, e.g. by replacing let-bound identifiers by X-bound identifiers. However, those examples do not seem to occur in actual programs. The only leaks we observed in actual programs were related either to deficiencies of our incomplete algorithm for typing polymorphic recursion, or to functions contained inside mutable data structures. On those two cases, [3] obtains more precise results than our analysis.
Other related work
Our use of rows with row variables and presence annotations to approximate values of base types and sum types is essentially identical to R&my's typing of extensible variants [21] . Another application of R&my's encoding is the soft typing system for Scheme of [33] .
There is a natural connection between exception analysis and type inference for extensible variants: using the well-known functional encoding of exceptions (where each subexpression is transformed to return a value of a variant type, either an exception tag or NormalResult where v is the value of the subexpression), estimating uncaught exceptions is equivalent to inferring precise variant types. Pottier (201 outlines an exception analysis thus derived from a type inferencer for ML with subtyping.
Refinement types [7] also introduce annotations on types to characterize subsets of ML's data types. Our approach is less ambitious than refinement types, in that it does not try to capture "deep" structural invariants of recursive data structures; on the other hand, type inference is much easier.
The principles of effect systems were studied extensively in the early '90s [16, 281, but few practical applications have been developed since. An impressive application is the region analysis of Tofte et al. [30, 291. Like It is often said that unification-based program analyses are faster, but less precise than more general constraint-based analyses such as CFA or SBA. For exception analysis, our experience indicates that a-combination of unification, letpolymorphism, and polymorphic recursion is in practice almost as precise as analyses based on inclusion constraints. (The only case where our analysis is noticeably less precise than inclusion constraints is when references to functions are used intensively.) The running times of our algorithm seem excellent (although its theoretical complexity is at least as high as that of ML type inference). In turn, this good efficiency of our analysis allows us to keep more information on exception arguments than the other exception analyses, increasing greatly the precision of the analysis on certain ML programs. Thus, we see an interesting case of "less is more", where an a priori imprecise technology (unification) allows to improve eventually the precision of the analysis.
Some engineering issues remain to be solved before our analysis can be applied to large ML applications. The main practical issue is displaying the results of the analysis in a readable way. The volume of information contained in annotated type expressions can be overwhelming. The programmer should be able to select different levels of display abstracting some of that information.
A
The unification algorithm
In this appendix, we give the unification algorithm for our type algebra modulo the two equations (1) and (2). We define the head constructor H(E) of a row element e as follows:
H(i:r) = i H(C:r) = c H(D(T)) = D
The algorithm handles the left commutativity axiom (equation (1)) like in [23] .
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